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Welcome
Hugh Lane Gallery is pleased to present the artist Hiwa K: Do You Remember What You Are
Burning? This is his first solo exhibition in Ireland and features work developed over the past ten
years. We hope this resource will be of assistance to you as you explore themes of migration,
identity and collective ways of being in the exhibition. This resource offers information,
discussion questions and activities that provide opportunities for closer looking at some of the
objects and video presentations on view within the exhibition. This can be used to prepare for
your visit to the Gallery or as a useful follow-up and can serve to complement the process of
viewing the exhibition.
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Introduction
Hiwa K (b.1975) is an Iraqi-Kurdish artist who lives and works between Sulaymaniyah, Iraqi
Kurdistan and Berlin, Germany. Hiwa K works across a variety of mediums—including video,
performance, and installation to weave together personal experiences, family anecdotes,
historical and political narrative, and his experiences through arts education. His work invites us
to engage and critique teaching and learning systems, and to explore how knowledge can be
gleaned through everyday experiences as much as through academic rigours.
Image: Hiwa K in
‘Berlin,’ 2018; Art in
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Areas of interest and exploration in the artist’s work and exhibition
Through the exploration of themes such as migration, identity, and collective ways of being, the
artist Hiwa K concentrates on the conditions experienced by those on the margins of society.
Hiwa K and his practice combine autobiographical stories and historical and political narratives
that blend to provide a context and setting which he uses as a foundation for his social
performances and artistic creations.

The Bell Project (2019)
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Keywords
artisanal, weaponry, shrapnel, music

Background Information
The Bell Project follows the construction and crafting of a copper bell in an Italian workshop that
has been making bells for over 700 years. The videos within the Gallery display the artisanal
process of casting and setting the metal bell utilizing fragments of used weaponry such as
rockets, bombs, bullets and mines. The videos also follow the story of the scrapyard owner,
Nazhad, from which all the weaponry and metal was collected.
Through the process of melting weaponry into a bell, Hiwa K produces an object to memorialize
those uncounted dead of the Gulf Wars. The weapons—which at one time produced loud and
ear-splitting sounds of war—now exist in the form of a bell that produces the pure musical tone
of B flat. Also notice the figure sculpted into the side of the bell. This is a called the lamassu
which is a protective figure with a human head and a winged bull’s body. The incorporation of
this decorative element into the final production of the bell refers to the ongoing conflicts in
Iraq, the destruction of sites of cultural importance as well as the illegal trade of artefacts that
supported ISIS’s war efforts.

Discussion Questions and Activities
o What is the relationship between the Bell and the videos?
o How do the videos help in your understanding of the Bell?
o How was the Bell constructed? Can you name the materials?
o The figure used as decoration on the bell is called a lamassu and it is a protective figure
with a human head and a winged bull’s body. Can you describe the importance of what is
crafted on the outside of the bell? What is the lamassu protecting?
o Did you know you can ring the Bell? Try it out by pushing on the black lever on i ts side
until you get a ring. How do you describe the tone of the Bell?

Take a moment to notice the symbolism on the Bell. Sketch some of your favourite
elements:

My Father’s Colour Period (2013)
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Keywords
Cellophane, popular culture, family, society, colour TV sets, adaptation, protest

Background Information
The artist Hiwa K spent his childhood in Iraqi Kurdistan where the TV sets were set up to produce
only images in black-and-white. In the late 1970s, the state-owned television station broadcast a
film in colour for the first time. This created a rift between those cities with mostly Arab
inhabitants, who had access to modern TV sets, and the Kurdish region which remained in blackand-white. As a response and as an exercise in creativity, the artist’s father adapted the family
TV set with coloured cellophane—fitting the material over the screen to alter the image in a
colour vision. These sheets created new dimensions and ways of viewing the shows and
programmes. The artist eventually learned that this practice occurred and was prevalent in
homes across the city of Sulaymaniyah. In many ways, the practice of using cellophane on the
family TV set became its own version of a silent and united protest within the Kurdish region.

Discussion Questions and Activities
o In what ways does the colour alter the image shown on the tv screens?
o What is being shown on the screens? Choose one or two screens to focus on and
describe various scenes that are being depicted.
o Notice the gallery space—how do you describe the layout of the room? In what ways
does the lighting aid the exhibition?
o The television sets are rather old—look at the antennas and dials and general
construction of the machines. What can this tell us about the time period the artist is
focusing on?
o What was the impact of denying access to colour programmes and why do you think it
was being done?

Qatees (2012)
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Keywords
Antennae, TV signals, broadcast, handmade, resourcefulness

Background Information
Within this gallery, we follow along with the story of Abbas, an electrician and antennae maker.
After deserting from the Iran-Iraq war and while living in hiding, he began to receive his news
through handmade antennae that were built to intercept TV signals from both sides of the
conflict. As each side of the conflict only broadcast news of their victories, it became common
practice to use antennae—like the ones made by Abbas—to learn the fate of relatives who might
have been injured, killed or captured, by intercepting TV signals coming from the other side of
the conflict.

Discussion Questions and Activities
o Notice the environment of the gallery—what do you see? What do you hear? Look to the
tv screens on the lower part of the walls surrounding the work and follow along with the
process of selecting materials and constructing antennas.
o In many ways antennas are representative of interconnectivity and dispersal of
information. What were the antennas in the gallery used for?
o The presentation of materials within the exhibit appears like a sort of work bench—using
only sight, attempt to deconstruct the antennas on display—what sorts of materials are
being used? List some elements here:
How would you build your own antenna? Create your own sketch using any materials that would
make for good signal conduction:

Do You Remember What You Are Burning?
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Keywords
Books, magnifying glass, protest, demonstration

Background Information
For this artwork, the artist invited students to bring a book of their choice to the old town square
Saray Azadi, Sulaymaniyah. As they quietly read these books with a magnifying glass, they
focused the sun’s rays directly across the lines on the paper. As they read, they burned the
words and lines on the page—leaving no remnants or memory of what was once printed within
the book. The lines of text therefore only existed within the mind of individual who had just read
them—and subsequently eradicated them. This performance was documented using video and
displays the unplanned interactions that can happen while featuring demonstrators and
observers within a public space.

Discussion Questions and Activities:
o Describe what you see and hear represented in the video. What is being shown?
o Describe the different people represented in the video—who is participating in the
demonstration? Who is observing?
o What are the demonstrators in the video burning? How are they burning it? Think of the
process—does it seem precise and intentional?
o What do books represent and what is being lost?

View from Above (2017)
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Keywords
Asylum, ‘unsafe’ zone

Background Information
View from Above is a video artwork that narrates the story of M, an individual forced to embody
a hierarchical, or vertical, understanding of a city as seen from above, in order to finally have his
request for asylum in Germany granted. In order to prove they were escaping from unsafe zones
many asylum seekers were forced to narrate or describe details of their home city or town. The
details they provided were then compared to existing maps for confirmation. Since there are
often discrepancies between knowing a city from the ground and viewing a city from above—
claimants were often denied asylum as they failed to pass this line of questioning .

Discussion Questions and Activities:
o Can you describe what is being depicted by the video? What is going on in the map
shown—describe the buildings, the environment, the streets, etc.
o Using the descriptions of the narrator of the video, how would you define a “safe zone”?
What role does a safe zone play within the context of the events described in the video?

View from Above (2017)-Continued
Attempt to draw a map of your hometown from memory using the space below.
Consider roads, bridges, buildings, houses, streams/rivers, mountains and so on. Is
this a difficult process to imagine a map completely from memory?
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Suggested Reading
The exhibition guide Hiwa K: Do You Remember What You Are Burning? (2021) can
be viewed here
http://www.hughlane.ie/phocadownload/exhibitions/hlg%20hiwa%20k%20online
%20guide%20final-2021.pdf

Hiwa K in Berlin, Art in the Twenty-First Century Season 9, accessed through
Art21.org
For further information on the Hugh Lane Gallery’s programmes please see
www.hughlane.ie
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